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ACLU Battles 0'Keefe
Over Pacific Light Show
POLICE STATE?

In the March 19th edition of
the Pacifican an article appear
ed entitled Riots
Lights
Cause Fights, written by Dance
and Concert coordinator Larry
Seidman, concerning the Stock
ton police policy on light shows.
It asserted, Police Chief Jack
O'Keefe believes light shows
are the cause of riots at public
dances.

of riots at public dances. Ap
parently this is not the judg
ment of other police depart
ments in this area or around
the country, from San Fran
cisco to Sacramento and all the
way to New York City. This
is the first time an action like
this has ever been instituted
against a private college. Are
light shows the one and only
cause of riots? The validity of
this statement is in question.
The second, and most import
ant point in the opinion of the
ACLU, this case raises the ques
tion, does Police Chief O'Keefe
have the right to make a deci
sion on light shows? DOES HE
MAKE LAW? There is no writ
ten ordinance or any written
statement concerning l i g h t
shows in Stockton.
This policy was instituted by
one man and one man alone,
Police Chief Jack O'Keefe. Sup
posedly, he is only permitted
to pass judgment on such an
affair when he is given permis
sion to do so by action of the

Seidman, on behalf of the PS
A had called Chief Jack O'Keefe
and asked if it would be pos
sible to have a light show at
o-i Stockton's Civic for a Bachana5,! lia festival. The answer was no
if: and the article followed.
ai
In the article Seidman was
<t
quoted saying," It seems to me
r:
that the police are overlooking
the real cause of the riots. If
anything the city ordinance
should ban public dances, not
light shows, because they bring
together the different groups
which create the friction that
causes the riot. It is clear the
city ordinance is just not with
it and completely off the track. Whither Propriety?
.. . . The only recourse it
seems is some sort of legal ac
tion."
NO LITTLE PROBLEM
Seidman, before taking legal
action consulted with an admin
istration official, Dean Cather
ine Davis, on the matter. Miss
Davis suggested that he should
devote his energies else where,
there are far greater problems
in the world, she said, poverty
and race relations. Why spend
so much time on such a little
problem?
Seidman did not agree and
Proceeded to contact Mr. Marfin Marks, attorney at law and
Counsel to the Stockton Chapter
°f the American Civil Liberties
Union (the ACLU). After hear
ing the case he told Seidman to
attend a meeting of the Stock
ton chapter of the ACLU that
light and present the problem.
Ue did so and the ACLU voted
Unanimously in support of his
Position. They offered to send a
rePresentative to speak to O'
Keefe on the issue and take leaction if needed.

Today: "1000 Clowns"
3:30, 7 , 9
140 Ac Fac
Tomorrow: Model UN
Gonf.
Next Wed.: "GWTW"
Returns!

The traditional two day Mardi Gras will be replaced this
year by a full week of jubila
tion called "Bacchanalia Spring
Rites" a name which originally
meant "drunken orgy." The
name bacohanalia is delivered
from Bacchus, the god of wine
in Roman mythology.
Lee Jones, social commission
er, and Larry Seidman, dance
and concert director, said that
the Mardi Gras was dropped be
cause it was "somewhat mis
leading." Bacchanalia Spring
Rites" will be conducted from
Friday, April 18 through Sun
day, April 27. Jones went
on to say that "this is
an attempt to give Pacific a
full week of revelry instead of
the usual two day Mardi Gras
period."
CHIEF'S RIGHT QUESTIONED
Each men's living group is
The American Civil Liberties
asked
to nominate a first and
Union has found that the light
show issue raised two important second choice for "Baccha"
Points that affect not only Paci (Queen); and each women's liv
fic students but the entire com ing group to nominate a first
munity as well. First, it appears and second choice for "Bac
111 the local police's (and mainchus" (King). Both should be
Jack O'Keefe's) judgment submitted to John Mondloch at
feat light shows are the cause the PSA office or at Casa Jack

Delta's Glasglow Turns
Minority Recruitment Mtg
Into Personal Tirade

City Council. To this date, he
by Nancy Roberts
has no such permission.
The second organizational
The light show policy in ef meeting of the minority recruit
fect is a law, as it forbids light ment program erupted into bit
shows at public dances. Mrs.R. terness last Friday night as
Ford, a member of the ACLU, Brian Glasgow, president of Del
stated, "When police make laws, ta College's Black Students As
this is a police state." The com sociation, accused Dr. John Dia
munity of Stockton, to the mond of asking students en
ACLU, in this sense is in such dorsement for a program drawn
a state.
up "by a few people, In private."
About sixty students and sev
CONFRONTATION DUE
M a r k s , M r s . F o r d a n d eral UOP administrators plus
Seidman, who started it all, are community representatives wat
to meet with Police Chief O' ched the confrontation in un
Keefe Friday to discuss the en easy silence. The meeting, ad
tire light show matter. The PSA vertised by handbills and wordwill have two main choices if of - mouth, was for the heads of
O'Keefe does not allow a light campus living and interest
show at the Bacchanalia Dance. groups; however, most of those
One, if he refuses, go to court present were simply interested
and try to get an injunction. students.
The meeting had been under
This will open the whole issue
to the public but will take a way for an hour when Brian,
lot of time. Two, hold the Bac
chanalia Dance, have the light
show and see what happens.
This move will force O'Keefe
to make a decision and commit
See Page 2 col. 3

who entered late, interrupted
Nancy Lee, chairman of the
fund-raising committee, and
asked for a summary of the
earlier proceedings. When Dr.
Diamond, new Director of Com
munity Involvement, said he
would explain this after the
meeting, Brian lunged to his
feet and, advanced in careful
steps across the room toward
Diamond, demanded to know
why he hadn't been notified
about the meeting.
"Doctor," he said angrily, "I'm
telling you that all these peo
ple are here merely to endorse
a program that you've already
planned." "Brian, that's not
true," Diamond replied.
"MOTHER F
R"
Several of Pacific's BSU mem
bers tried unsuccessfully to
See page 6 col. 4

bioscopery
Previous remarks:

he who has been introducing will

now be introduced. And it was so
But no one opened with a ions talking about it," the cine
speech praising Dr. Larry Mere ma, which he considers "The
dith, Chapel Dean, or with a art form for contemporary
statement relating to his topic man." An extravagant suspic
for the service, "Cinema and ion, though, thankfully.
Theology — "2001 and the Birth
Artfully revealed: "Let it (art)
of God, "A Non-Spacial Odyssey.
rape
you . . . awaken the huson prior to 4 pm, Friday, April Instead, the organ and choir,
18. Balloting for both will take the projector and screen, the manness in you . . . and create
place Thursday, April 24, at var altar and neon shine middle life in you." You may read that
ious voting booths around cam- smooth electronic sculptures, over, please do. A few times.
the program and a warily-ex
put.
Paraphrasure: we have yet to
All interested students are pectant audience introduced recover from the early Chris
asked to contact Lee Jones at the robed and reading Mere tian denial of the theatre, which
immediately reduced the "in
AKL or the PSA office with the dith.
names of any talented groups
Prefacing remarks' his won carnation of man's amazement"
or individuals on campus to par dering what an audience can from a meaningful endeavor to
ticipate in the campus revue gain from being lectured to the lowly status of circus pal
and rally on Friday evening.
about art. Which words, if any, liative. Our recovery of Oedi
The following is a calendar of are adequate?
. . such a ver pus-like intensity and our grad
Bacchanalia events:
bal odyssey What can I accom ual re-awareness ever since, un
til, "at excruciating last (we
April 18: Grace Covell Formal plish?"
come) to 2001: the ultimate in
at the Holiday Inn featuring the
His reflecting: ne puts us a artistic-religious expression for
"Torchmen," from 9 pm to 1
few days back and himself into objectifying time, the dimen
am.
April 19: KUOP - PSA dance an "art" book, whereupon he sion of human action."
And so, accompanied by the
and light show , at Callison Din greeted Dr. Larry Walker with
musing
of Robert Mullen's midan
enthusiastic,
"I'm
learning
ing Hall from 9 pm to 1 am
featuring Stuart Little — PSA about art!" To which the Artist electronic sculpture, 'The God
replied, "with gentle disdain, Machine', with a whirring-unlit
cards are required.
April 20: Grass Jam on the 'In a book?' " End of a few days projector nearby and an unlit
pulpit, too, Dr. Meredith con
West Hall lawn featuring "Jack ago and . . .
tinued:
"And there we are —
See page 6 col. 3
Into a crescendo, Meredithese: past the two discovery apes and
"not to learn about it at all, waltzing to the moon . . ."
but to look, to feel, to move,
"Behold! I have created a new
to sing, to hear, to read. Art in heaven and a new earth . . ."
4 • letter words." You may read wrrrrrrrrrr - bzzzzzzzzzz - sssssk
that over, please do.
- wrrrrrrrrrrr - bzzzzzzzz - sssssk
Prefacing remarks, part two: . . . "came God Jesus."
his admitting he had "suspic
jbrooks

PSASponsorsWeek-Long
Pagan "Drunken Orgy"
by Tom Taber
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Page Two

iread
the news today
oh boy.

Somehow you never get ready enough for what happens. Like

1 iger Guide
Friday, April 18
Y Film: "A Thousand Clowns"
_ 140 AFB — 3:30, 7 and
9:30 p.m.
Visiting Artist Series: Pianist
Ken Burchmeier — Conser
vatory — 8:15 p.m.
Grace Covell Formal DanceHoliday Inn
Kappa Alpha Theta Fashion
Show and Tea — 2:00 p.m.
Alpha Chi Omega Spring For
mal

Light Show Battle
From page 1 col. 3
himself. If he decides to stop
the dance and arrest the peo
ple in charge, (Lee Jones, Social
Commissioner, and Larry Seidman, Dance Coordinator) the
PSA's case against the police
will be much stronger. It will
make O'Keefe prove that Seidman and Jones, by allowing the

Somebody sidles up to you and announces.
from "The Canterbury
Tales"
Pop! "There's gonna be a Danforth Discussion Day.
Fun Day — West Hall lawn —
pop! "Minority Recruitment Programs are here.
Saturday, April 19
4-6 p.m.
Pop! "Constitutional Vote next week." And the Oldie-Goldie
Pharmacy - Mrs. Banquet —
Forensics Debate Round —
8 p.m.
vs. Pittsburg in
Standby:
Model UN Regional Confer
Albright Auditorium — 8-10
Pop! "Nationwide LUV is here."
ence _ conservatory — 9-4
p.m.
So what do you do then? You didn't know any of these things
p.m.
Wednesday, April 23
were gotog to happen until they did. You're ignorant of what's
SPURS Spree Picnic — MickSpring Buffet — dress dinner
taking place until it's too late for you to really do anythmg une Grove — 12:30-2 p.m.
— all dining halls
less you love being just a spectator. "And you dont know whats
Baseball: UOP vs. Loyola
End zone-out — "Jack Scam"
happenin'. don't you, Mr. Jones?"
(there)
and All - School Yo - Yo
KUOP-PSA dance — Callison
Championship — 9-10:30 pm
What's wrong is the type of people who often create this kind
Dining Hall — 9-12:30
Thursday, April 24
of news—they're formed in small groups
anything before the final decisions are made and the event takes Sunday, April 20
W. U. S. Night — auction —
GraceCovell Hall — 7-9 p.m.
place to anyone outside the groups.
Raymond Film: "Farenheit
Readers Theatre: John Len451" — 140 AFB — 3 and 7
And so these events pass before the collective eyes of the stu
non's "In His Own Right"
dent body, the important events with the unimportant, the tem
p.m.
and "A Spaniard in the
McConchie Hall Housemoth
porary with the lasting, and the petty with the grave—all with
Works"
— Albright Auditor
the same tone, with the same "obscurity to concrete bureaucra
ers Tea — 2-3 p.m.
ium — 8:30 p.m.
cies" evolutionary pattern, and with the same degree of commit
Monday, April 21
Friday, April 25
tment and involvement by most students: Zero.
PSA election
MARDI GRAS
Open your discussions up some, activist groups. Keep the
PSA Rally — Conservatory —
campus informed about what might happen as well as what's go Tuesday, April 22
7-9 p.m.
Sr.
Recital
—
Kathryn
Chiling to happen. Before your group cuts down the student body
Readers
Theatre: John Lencote, soprano — Conserva
for not supporting your position, make sure you allowed them to
non's "In His Own Right
tory — 8:15 p.m.
know and to affect that position.
and "A Spaniard in the
Chapel: "Literature as Proph
Works" — Albright Auditor
To budding demagogues who warn you may have to strike
ecy"
back at the Immovable Mass you perceive as your enemies if they
ium — 8:30 p.m.
Baseball. UOP vs. Sacramento
don't start changing: Don't make your prophesies sefl-fullfilling
Discotheque and Light Show
State (here) — 3 p.m.
by cutting off contact with the opposition. The SF State ex
Gym—9-12:30
Readers Theatre: "Readings
perience" needn't happen here, no matter how much some may
want

"•

-Bob Lema

*7c<pe>i Paw *7toteA
THE BURDEN OF COLLEGE
EXPENSES
Congressman John V. Tunney,
of the 38th Congressional Dis
trict, California, introduced a
bill in the House of Representa
tives to provide tax credits to
parents and students who pay
heavy expenses for college edu
cation.
Congressmen Tunney noted
that "the average family trying
to put its sons or daughters
through college faces a terrif
ic strain on its savings and in
come."
The Tunney bill would allow
the taxpayer—the parent, the
student himself, or any other
person who pays part or all of
the student's expenses—to re
ceive a tax credit up to a maxi
mum of $440 for up to $2,400 in
school year expenses, including
room and board.
Comments may be addressed
$1.00.
to
Congressman Tunney, 1322
Additional information can be
obtained by contacting Carl Tal Longworth House Office Build
ing, Washington, D.C. 20515.
bot, Director, 203 North Hall.

READERS THEATRE
The aim of the Readers Thea
tre, which is made up of facul
ty and students, is to provide
an audience with deeper under
standing and increased enjoy
ment of the printed word.
The April 24 and 25 perform
ance will be John Lennon's "In
His Own Write" and "A Span
iard in the Works," directed by
Taffy Dollard. Directed by Mari
lyn Roesch, "The Little Prince"
by Saint Exupery will be offer
ed May 1 and 2. Janelle Reinelt
will direct Alan Paton's "Cry the
Beloved Country" for the May
15 and 16 performance.
All performances (except
"Canterbury Tales") will be held
in the Albright Auditorium in
Phillips Center at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are available at the box
office immediately preceding
the performance. Admission is

The

Seidman concluded by saying,
"I was told some time ago to
use my energies for bigger
problems. Well, it appears this
whole light Show bit has conse
quences that are far reaching.
I think whatever the outcome,
it can only be for the good. In
action has never accomplished
anything. The light show issue
is an opportunity not only to
be of service to Pacific but to
the entire community of Stock
ton. This Friday will be the big
day. "The light" is put upon
Police Chief Jack O'Keefe."
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light show, were "inciting a
riot."
SOME ADVICE
Seidman himself added some
more reflections on the case.
"It appears to Marks, ACLU,
and myself and many citizens
of Stockton that Police Chief
O'Keefe uses his own personal
feelings in so called policy deci
sions. I was told he has his own
personal view of youth today
and how to cope with them. I
myself was told by a member
of the ACLU that maybe I
should get a haircut before I
see him Friday. This act would
make me look like "the cleancut, all-american, no trouble
boy." O ' K e e f e w a n t s no
trouble persons in Stockton. He
keeps a lid on the community
to do so. However, in doing this,
it seems he is overstepping his
bounds. He is taking action in
affairs in which he does not
have the power to do so, in the
judgment of the ACLU."
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STRIKE THREAT
GETS RESULTS
AT U OF WIS

PIZZA
UNCHAINED

by John M. Kelly

Minority studies have become of increasing concern to manv
liberal-minded, informed students; furthermore, even TOPTu
ty studies here at Paciiic!^^^^

MADISON, Wis. (UPi) - A mi
nority group of students at the
University of Wisconsin present
ed a list of tongue - in - cheek
demands to the administration
and threatened a strike if they
are notmeTalonce

~I - — — - -

university is irrelevant to the
lives of Irish students and un
responsive to their needs, Kar
en O'Callaghan, 21, vice presi
dent of the Irish Students As
sociation (ISA), said.
In our effort to get behind the stereotype and understand the
"Sure and the university is a
essence of the Italian-American subculture, McCullough-Strauss
at last succeeded in boiling the entire thing down to one micro- racist institution," charged Miss
scopic entity: pizza. Because Stockton is not totally devoid of mi O'Callaghan, a senior from At
nority groups, it has been possible for us to make an in-depth lanta. "It discriminates against
survey of pizza in the metropolis-mecca; we have visited the out- against people of Gaelic origin."
She and ISA President Pat
of-the-way places where the real Italians go for the best in authen
tic pizza, made just the way mama made it in the old country. We rick Korten presented 10 de
are indeed fortunate that three of these are within motoring dis mands of Vice Chancellor Rob
ert Taylor at a meeting of the
tance of our own university.
Board of Regents Friday. The
First, let's talk pizza in the abstract. As Alfred North White- demands call for establishment
bead once candidly observed, "The first construct of pizza appre of a Department of Irish Stud
ciation, all other things being equal, which, however, they really ies and amelioration of the
are, can be defined as no more than a function of interreacting "grievous wrongs perpetrated on
variables. Pizza, we must remember, is an aggregate conglomerate Irish students."
Korten said the first demand
of naturally occuring organics and aerobics, endemic to all melt
ing pot societies, or salad bowls, if you will, based upon or around —that the hated symbol of op
the American Coca-Cola culture." As we all know, "pizza" is the pression, the English Depart
Italian word for "meadow muffins," according to the Chef Boy-ar- ment, be pulled down and a De
partment of Irish Studies rais
dee frozen pizza Fact Sheet.
ed in its place—was the most
For pizza in the concrete, we must turn first to the Straw important. An Irish Studies De
Hat. Once there, it is difficult to analyze the pizza objectively, in partment is needed to instill
sofar as the other senses are constantly assaulted by honky-tonk proper ethnic pride in Irish stu
piano, ragtime banjo, kiddie horse, Woody Woodpecker cartoon, dents so that they can better
authentic gay 90's florentine picnic tabels, and in the same gay serve their communities when
spirit, bartenders with arm garters. When the movie film breaks, they graduate, Korten said.
"And besides," he said, "if we
tlie Straw Hat is the only place in town where you can watch
learned a trade, we'd have to
your pizza being made, for better or for worse.
go to work when we got out of
Pepi's Pizza is a completely unique experience. Pepi and his school."
I family know it is useless to try to compete with the technological
University "repression" o f
finesse of the Straw Hat and its kiddie horse; instead, they offer Irish culture and heritage was
a homey atmosphere, complete with the psychedelic lights, juke most evident in the "deliberate
box, and neon beer signs found in every home. Adorning the walls down - peddling" of Irish-Ameri
are myriads of black-and-white glossies of Pepi's own little family can contributions to the devel
the college crowd, in varying positions. (Pepi will be happy to opment of the United States,
send copies, in a plain brown wrapper, for prices as low as six hun Miss O'Callaghan said. "Our
dred lire—no stamps, please). Pepi's can boast cheeses from every whole political system — from
corner of the world, including the famed northeast corner. Among Tammany Hall to Mayor Daley
the selections are Mongolian Yak Cheese, cheese from the Holy — (Mayor Richard J. Daley of
Ghost and Democratic Commerce cheese factory in Vigo, Spain,
Chicago) — we owe to the
and a rare variety donated by Frank Borman and his uncle Martin.
Irish," we said. "But all you
Inevitably, we must sooner or later come to Lugo's. Besides hear about in history class Is
being the home of the now famous Phi Alpha-Kappa Alpha Theta Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln
Beer Movement, Lugo's can boast a slogan that is second to none: and Roosevelt."
"Could this great transconti
"A pizza is like a woman; you can't live with it and you can't live
Without it, so you might as well eat it." Often thought of as a n e n t a l r a i l r o a d h a v e b e e n
hangout for local intellectuals, Lugo's draws connoisseurs from built," Miss O'Callaghan asked,
far away as Lincoln Village and UOP's South Campus. Indeed, its "if the Irish hadn't been here
reputation is well-earned. Lugo's flies in each order separately to lay track?"
from a tiny village high in the mountains north of Turin to New
"And what would become of
York, where it is transferred to an express freight. The freight, the liquor industry," Korten
converted from a 1948 fiat RT convertible, takes it to Sacramento, broke in, "if there were no
from which point it is flown in to Stockton on the round-the-clock Irish to support it."
flights of Air West Airlines.
Korten said all the demands
are
non-negotiable. Among the
Besides being made with the finest of ingredients, Lugo s piz
zas serve an alternate function: on the bottom of each and every other demands:
That Bacom Hall be paint
large-size pizza crust is a tiny groove which, when played on any
Phonograph will reproduce, in four-track stereo, ' Lipstick On ed green.
—That an Irish co-director be
Your Collar" by Connie Francis, Guy Lombardo's greatest hits,
"A Fly Went By," (sung in four part harmony by Emily Dickinson, appointed for the office of Fi
nancial Aids. "We want more
Vincent Price, and Paul Peterson), or other heavies.
green power," KOrten explains.
One should not get the impression that these are the only
—That no classes be held on
high quality pizza places in town. Fine pizza can also be obtained St. Patrick's Day.
at Lugo's downtown, Pizza Papa on Charter Way, and at the fioz—That shamrocks be planted
an food counter at the Cosmos Market. A closing testimonial in the library mall.
sums up the subject of pizza with disarming simplicity.
That the university lower
its
admission
standards for stu
"It sure beats white whales!"
dents of Irish extraction.
Queegqueeg
—That orange juice be replac
—Jerry McCullough ed by lime juice in all universi
—Frank Strauss ty cafeterias.
secuted minority in terms of the Ethnic Joke Quotient and the
Hamilton Discrimination In Hiring Scale (known as the H.D.I.H s
fcy those on the inside of sociological circles), this group has been
shoved to the back in the Great Minority Race.

Page Three

NIXON ON BIAFRA:

"An Immoral Objective"
Following is the campaign policy statement of President Nixon
on the Biafran issue. All too often after the dust has settled and
the election won/lost, the issues and statements that made the
candidate the President are forgotten. Don't let it happen now.
Cut, this out and send it in. The President is a busy man, and no
doubt he would appreciate your reminding him, since this seems
to have slipped his mind.
—FGS
The terrible tragedy of the people of Biafra has now assumed
catastrophic dimensions. Starvation is daily claiming the lives of
ar. estimated 6,000 Ibo tribesmen most of them children. If ade
quate food is not delivered to these people in the immediate fu
ture, hundreds of thousands of human beings will be dead of hun
ger.
Until now efforts to relieve the Biafran people have been
thwarted by the desire of the Central Government of Nigeria to
pursue total and unconditional victory and by the fear of the
Ibo people that surrender means wholesale atrocities and geno
cide.
But genocide is what is taking place right now — and star
vation is the grim reaper.
This is not the time to stand on ceremony or to "go through
channels" or to observe the diplomatic niceties . . . The destruc
tion of an entire people is an immoral objective, even in the most
moral of wars. It can never be justified; it can never be condoned.
Voluntary organizations such as the Red Cross, The Church
World Service and Caritas have rushed thousands of tons of pro
tein rich nourishments and baby foods to the vicinity of the
stricken region. Much of the food remains nearby while these
children starve to death.
The time is long past for the wringing of hands about what
is going on. While America is not the world's policeman, let us
at least act as the world's conscience in this matter of life and
death for millions.
The President of the United States is a man charged with re
sponsibilities and concerns all over the world. But . . every friend
of humanity should be asked to step forward to call an end to this
Slaughter of the innocents in West-Central Africa.
America is not without enormous material wealth and power
and ability. There is no better cause in which we might invest
that power than in sparing the lives of innocent men and women
and children who otherwise are doomed.
From Policy Statements — 1968
Nixon Campaign Committee
450 Park Avenue, N.Y., N.Y.

•••
"Nobody in this world can put
on a political rally like that
great executive Dick Daley of
Chicago. He makes it so much
fun being a Democrat that you
don't see how anybody could be
anything else."
LBJ, Chicago, Hlinois
October 30, 1964

Rice's Drug Store
2206 Pacific Ave.
466-3433
OPEN 24 HOURS
EVERY DAY
Students' Checks

BRIDAL REGISTRY
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

Cashed With
Identification by
PSA Card

PRESCRIPTIONS
COSMETICS

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY
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The March 27 Response
A HISTORY OF 67-69

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE
OF THE UOP CAMPUS
by Mary Crenshaw

by Mary Crenshaw

"black male students talking—
own talk

On Thursday, March 27, Pres
ident Burns announced a "bold
new program" to extend a uni
versity education to culturally
deprived students. Two hund
red such students will be admit
ted next year from the Stockton
area. They will include 150 Del
ta College graduates and 50
Stockton high school graduates.

white male student approachestalk changes
white male student leaves—
own talk resumes"

"Must black and white exist
in the same world yet beyond
communication with one an
other?" In the words of Larry
Walker, one of Pacific's three
black professors, it was answers
to questions like these that lead
to the development of the Af
ro-American Student Associa
tion on the UOP campus in
March 1969.

The students will be given tui
tion scholarships according to
need. They will also be recruit
ing under lower academic stan
dards when necessary. Pacific's
Black Student Union will be or
ganizing most of the recruit
ment for next year.
One hundred thirty volunteer
faculty members will conduct
a tutorial program for the stu
dents during the year.
Burns also announced the ap
pointment of Dr. John Diamond,
black professor of religious stud
ies, as director of UOP's new

AASA

As an organization of 22 stu
dents with common experienc
es and goals, the AASA support
ed many projects last year in
the university and the Stock
ton community. These projects,
aimed toward the betterment
of Black People, the Black White Relations, were seldom
widely publicized. The AASA
sponsored the Black - White En
counter series last spring, and
assisted several deprived Stock
ton families.
AASA sent representatives to
the Stockton Unified School Dis
trict's integration meetings con
cerning bussing children. The
opinions of AASA were also
heard at meetings involving the
gym at the Sierra Vista housing
development.
At Mardi Gras the AASA's
"History of the Black Man in
America" booth won first place.
In May the charter of the AA
SA was officially approved.

Bsr

A federally - financed Upward
Bound project will be introduc
ed during the summer. Under
this project, 75 culturally disad
vantaged high school students
will participate in a college pre
paratory course.
The Teacher Corps program
will also be expanded, Head
Start training will be intensi
fied, and more than 100 volun
teer faculty members will be
involved.
DEMANDS
Burns' announcement was
made in response to a list of
"demands" presented by "con
cerned students" 24 hours ear
lier.
Primarily, the students' de
mands called for the admission
of 250 black and 250 other mi
nority students. These students
were to be admitted under full
scholarship and without regard
for academic qualifications.
It was also "demanded" that

Jon Stanton, BSU President
The purpose of the meeting
was to discuss the position of
black students and the question
of unity on the campus. The
conference participants decided
not to form a coalition with the
Third World Liberation Front.
The BSU and TWLF will work
together when unity is desir
able, but it was felt that each
group has its own loyalties and
its own problems.

In October to "let the rest of
the campus know we're here"
the AASA sponsored a dance,
Some definite proposals were
but from September to January developed to be incorporated
the goals of the organization into the BSU's of the partici
were only vaguely defined. In pants. These proposals were not
January, however, the AASA made public.
became the Black Student Un
BLACK EDUCATION
ion and decided to commit
themselves to an emphasis on
Since January the BSU has
"recruitment and reform" in divided its attention into two
stead of "projects in the com areas of black education — eco
munity."
nomic and academic. The eco
Black History Month last Feb nomic committee has been con
ruary was the first large infor tacting scholarship organiza
mative program sponsored by tions in an effort to obtain mon
the BSU this year. Highlights of ey for black scholarships.
the month included the art
The academic committee has
the works of Bay Area Black
been
concerned with two pro
and Mexican - American artists
were presented; the "American jects — planning a summer
Crisis" film series; the memor school program on racial prob
ial services for Dr. Martin Lu lems and organizing a black
ther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and studies program to begin next
Frederick Douglass; and the Af year. While developed by BSU
faculty advisors, Dr. John Dia
ro Fashion Show.
mond, Jr. and Walker, the
BLACK CONFERENCE
two programs are not specifical
The UOP and the Delta Col ly directed by the BSU.
lege BSU sponsored the Black
Student Conference held on
campus in March. 150 to 200 Stu
dents from northern and cen
tral California campuses parti
cipated in the conference.

Burns Pledges Commitment
To "Bold New Program" for
Culturally Deprived Students

16 this summer. The institute
is offered for undergraduates,
graduates, blacks, whites, edu
cators, policemen and other
concerned community mem
bers.
A core lecture series, given
five days a week, will feature
visiting professors to the UOP
campus. The core lectures will
be supplemented by five cours
es — The Nature of Prejudice,
The Black American Heritage,
The Urban Environment And Its
Problems, Community Involve
ment: Methods of S o c i a l
Change, and Music and the Ne
gro American — also taught by
guest professors.
BLACK STUDIES PROGRAM

A proposal for a black stud
ies program at UOP, open to
all students, will be presented
to the Academic Affairs com
mittee this month.

The stated purpose of the
Gloria Smith Presents Demands
proposal is "to provide the per
spective and experience by
which students may become Community involvement pro the program be controlled by a
black director, who would be
aware of the social, political, gram.
chosen by black students and
economic, and cultural impact
PROGRAM OUTLINED
faculty members, and that a
the heritage of the black Amer
Burns outlined several pro tutorial program be organized.
ican; to provide an impetus and grams to be introduced on cam
present and future communi pus. A black studies program is
"The 'demands' were written
cations between white and under consideration for next by both black and white stud
black America; to provide the year, and an institute for ents at UOP," said BSU Presi
opportunity of preparation for black studies will be held this dent Jon Stanton, "and were
SUMMER INSTITUTE
relevant professional careers in
The month long summer insti education, government, and bu summer. A similar Mexican - not directly sponsored by the
American studies institute is BSU. The BSU does, however,
tute entitled "Race, Deprivation siness.
planned for the following sum support the 'demanded' pro
and Human Dignity — The Am
gram."
mer.
See Page 6 col. 1
erican Crisis" will begin on June
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BEE'S
Discount Dept. Store

Open Sundays & Every)

Tigers Top USF, St. Mary's;
Normoyle's Record Now 5-0
by Roger Nadel
Last week the Tigers played
five games, three of them league
contests. On Tuesday they split
a doubleheader with Sonoma
State, then played USF on Friand St. Mary's on Saturday.
The team now stands 4-1 in
league and 12-7 overall.
Mike Normoyle allowed only
two hits last Friday as he pitch
ed the 5-0 victory over USF. He
was given a great deal of offen
sive support, however, which
made his job that much easier.
Robbie Sperring hit safely three
times, and Bob Carruesco and
Bernie Phipps both got two hits.
In addition, Bob Buck socked a
triple and Rick Arucan doubled.
Normoyle now sports a 2-0 lea
gue record, and an over wonloss mark of 5-0.

SPLIT WITH ST. MARY'S
Saturday's doubleheader show
ed another good day of hitting,
but it was Steve Lacki's pitch
ing which over-shadowed the of
fense. Steve pitched 10 innings
in the second game until the
offense was able to force two
runs across for 7-5 win against
the St. Mary's Gaels. The first
game, a 6-4 loss, was pitched by
Steve Franceschi and Russ Antracoli.
Bernie Phipps led all Tiger
hitters against the Gaels as he
compiled five hits in the doubleheader. He was closely followed
by Bob Buck, with four hits, and
both Randy Phair and Robbie
Sperring, who each had three
safeties.
This weekend the Tigers are
flying to Los Angeles for a
twin-bill, with UC Santa Barbara
on Mardi-Gras Saturday.

Right, Roger?

Intramural Bowling
The Intramural Bowling Lea
gue, which takes to the alleys
every Thursday at 4:00 pm, is
now well into its season and
still going strong. The league,
under the able supervision of
Marc Brooks, bowls through the
patronage of West Lane Bowl
ing Alley.

are guaranteed an exciting time.
Anyone wishing to participate
should contact Marc Brooks. It
is rumored that the Dirty Dozen
Midgets are looking for some
one to replace Nadel, who is
nursing a sprained ego.

Fresno Outruns Tigers
In Dual Meet—92-62
A very powerful and well bal also started off the 440 relay
anced Fresno State track team which won in 41.8. Mark Gard
defeated Pacific's track team ner won the 3000 meter Steeple
92-62 in a dual meet held this chase in 9:55 in very poor wea
past weekend at Fresno. The ther conditions. A1 Kirschenman
Bulldogs were especially strong continued his reign in the 880
in the field events, winning that with a winning time of 2:00.1
portion of the meet 41-13 and with teammate Ross Cardinalli
thus setting the pace for the finishing second.
rest of the meet. This set-back
All in all Pacific ran well but
currently brings the Tigers to
a 6-3 dual meet season with on simply lost to a better team. No
ly relays and invitations remain one can be blamed for the loss
as the runners and field event
ing on the schedule.
men put forth their best effort.
TRAVELLA SOARS
Pacific's next meet is at the
Despite the loss there were Westmont Relays in Santa Bar
some outstanding Tiger perfor bara where the Tigers will try
mances. In the Field events to defend the title they won last
Bud Travella continued his fab year.
ulous high jumping by clearing
6'10" and setting a new school
record for the second straight
meet. Andy Barnet won the Ja WEDDING CAKES FOR THE
velin with a toss of 222' while
YOUNG BRIDE
barely fouling on a 240 plus
throw during the competition.
*
Teammate KC Platzer placed
DONUTS
second with a lifetime best of
192'. Bob Heinz placed second
COOKIES
in the discus with his lifetime
CAKES
best of 154'3" and Ted Leyland
got off his best heave in the
¥
Shot Put (47'7"), good for third
Delicious
place.
Morrison Sweeps 100 and 220
Sunday-Night
In the running events Pacific
held its own with Jack Morrison
take-home food
and Bob Wilson leading the
Salads - Sandwiches
team by dominating the sprints.
Plate Lunches
Jack won both the 100 and 220
with times of 9.6 and 21.6, he

Phi Alpha Wins 'A' League
Beats Faculty 65-61 In Final

In the team department ,the
league is currently led by Phi
Delta Chi No. 1 and Kappa Psi
No. 1 in their battle for first
Place, other teams comprising
toe league are the Carter In
Intramural Basketball finally
dies, the T-23's, Midgets, Dirty
Dozen Midgets, Phi Delta Chi came to a close last week, as the
No. 2 and Kappa Psi No. 2. Phi Phi Alpha Purples defeated the
Delta Chi No. 1 also leads in Faculty 65-61 in the 'A' League
Championship game. They join
team average with a 628 tally.
'B' Champs Phi Alpha and the
Several stellar individuals par 'C' League Midget Rebels in ob
ticipate in the league and war taining intramural trophies.
rant recognition. Don Nix holds
Walt Harris led the Phi Alpha
toe high game of the year with
'A' team, which was playing at
a 241. Arnold Chow is respon
se for the high series record less than full strength because
°f 605 while — Reichle retains of the illness of Roger Stiles
and the inability of Mike Nor
a league leading single game
average of 161. The Pacifican's moyle and Steve Franceschi to
intrepid reporter Roger Na play because of baseball com
del continues to burn lanes with mittments. Harris scored 18
several outstanding performanc- points in the first half, and ad
Roger is vying for low series ded 15 more in the second half
donors with a remarkable 342 for a total of 33 points to lead
c°ntributing to the cause.
all scorers for the night.
The faculty team also had
Spectators are welcome at the personnel troubles, but of a dif
Hague's Thursday matches and ferent sort. Ed Browne was in
the hospital, and Tom Stubbs
' just knew in my heart that volunteered not to play in ord
Was not right for Dick Nixon er to equalize the loss of Nor
to ever be President of this moyle and Franceschi. The Fac
c°untry."
ulty was led in scoring by Coach
LBJ, Pittsburg, Penn. Schippers with 18 points, fol
October 27, 1964 lowed closely by Ced Dempsey

who added 17 more.
Members of the victorious Phi
Alpha 'A' team include: Walt
Harris, Bob Heinz (who added 16
points in the championship),
Scott Oechel, Bob Adams, Steve
Franceschi, Mike Normoyle, Rog
er Stiles, and Kurt Freund. They
were joined by John Read, Nick
LaPlaca, and Tom Lebherz of
the 'B' team for the final con
test, with permission of the
heads of the Athletic Dept.
The Midget Rebels had to
win two games in as many
nights in order to be crowned
'C' League Champions, and they
did just that, beating Phi Alpha
65-55 and Phi Tau 46-33. The
Midgets are an independent
team representing all areas of
campus housing.
The members of the winning
Midget Rebel team are: Larry
Stewart, Roger Foss, Larry Jus
tus, Marc Brooks, Mike Norman,
Rich Oldham, Mike Matson, and
Don Nix. As is customary with
all championship teams, each
member receives an individual
trophy.

^P£LiqAT€Ssen

Night 'HI 9

601 E. Main St., Stockton]
2 hrs. Free Parking
at rear of store

Mens
Pants &
Jeans
4000 PAIRS TO
CHOOSE FROM

3.99
2.99
&

None Higher

LADIES
PantyHose|

99c
Pair

Mens Shirts
STOREWIDE

Pacific ai Alpine

SALE

ALL SIZES
AND TYPES

ALL
PRE-RECORDED
TAPES
•

Reel to Reel
8 Track
Cassettes
•

$1.00 OFF
LIST PRICE

6130 PACIFIC AVENUE
PHONE 477-0082
In Marengo C e n t e r

1.99
Each

Razor Bladesl

5c

Package

NYLON
STOCKINGS

38c
Pair

JERGENS BATH SOAP
10c Bar
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COMMENT

Black
Experience

Student-Alumni Comm. Joins
UOP's Past, Present-Dialogue

Several course offerings in
general areas of black history,
black urbanization, and preju
dice will be suggested to added
to the three already existing
classes in black culture on cam
pus.

by Holly Silveira
Pacific alumni can be an in
teresting group if you take time
to get involved with them. It
seems with most students time
is one of the major factors with
involvement in University ac
tivities. Now, the Pacific alum
ni is asking for us to share
some of our time with them in
creating a dialogue between to
day's student and the past Pa
cific student.

RE-EDUCATION
The two programs are design
ed to provide an opportunity to
gain insight into the black
while crisis and to improve
each student's understanding of
his environment, his fellow
man, and himself.

change the drug image in the
alumni's eyes by letting them
know what it is really about.
This is not advocating that stu
dents literally turn the alumni
on to drugs, but just help break
the barrier of misinformation.

*

From Page 4, Col. 3

stem the tirade- At one point
Tony Plummer rose menacingly
and walked over to Brian. "Man,
you can kick me out but you
can't stop my talking," Brian
said. "I'll kick you out then,"
Tony answered. Jon Stanton,
president of UOP's BSU, finally
got things under control, but
not before Brian had called Miss
Lee " a son of a " and Dr.
Diamond a "mother f....r.
Diamond later revealed hed

By an understanding of what been "shaking with anger," but
is really happening on campus he never raised his voice as he
students can: 1) help spread a told Brian, "I'm telling you you
feeling of acceptance, 2) receive are not going to donunate or
support or power from the es disrupt this meeting." "Yes sir,
tablishment to help change the Brian muttered, and accepted
Jon's explanation that he had
drug laws.
These are just examples of been contacted about the meet
the potential there is in giving ing, but the message hadnt
time to the Alumni/Student Re reached him.
lations Committee. There is an
A source who was present at
open invitation to see Bill Mc the meeting later told this re
Gregor at the Alumni House porter that the confrontation
anytime. The first meeting is had been set up in advance by
May 17 in the afternoon, and Glasgow and another Delta mi
further information will be re itant, with the intention of ex
leased as plans are finalized.

posing Diamond 4-y-v
to 4-V»
the kind of
opposition he'll be meeting from
the community. "They were try
ing to say, 'These are the ques
tions you'll be asked; better get
used to answering them now,*"
this source explained. However,
Gloria Smith, Pacific BSU mem
ber, denied that this rumor is
true.
Among the questions Brian
raised was one about the num
ber of Delta students who will
benefit from the program. Pa
cific has pledged to admit 150
D^lta graduates; however, at
latest report, there are only 24
eligible minority students grad
uating from Delta this year. Ap
parently many Delta students
feel that UOP should have
found this out before planning
the program.

What are the benefits of a
dialogue with the alumni? First,
considering that the alumnus is
NO ONE EXCLUDED
semtimentally a t t a c h e d to
Following the confrontation,
the institution, the dialogue
Arecia Stephens presented the
may re - interest him in the
plans for recruitment drawn up
school so that he may help to
at the first organizational meet
"As the Sambo, whose wrongs guide its rapid change. Evidence
ing, held Thursday before Eas
moved the abolitionists to wr can be seen by examining what
ter vacation. Afterward the
ath and tears, there is some rea has been taking place in the
meeting split into two commit
son to believe that he suffered last semester. Presentations in
tees of students interested in
less than any other class in the the chapel, BSU movements,
raising funds or recruiting.
South from its 'particular insti and students actively protest
Earlier, Dean of Admissions
panty raids were among the
tution.' The majority of the ing, are only a few of the
From page 1 col. 5
Elliott
Taylor had presented the
slaves were quite adequately changes. The alumni would like
auction items.
list
of
special instructions that
Scam"
(a
UOP
group)
and
'Rest'
fed, well cared for, and appar to be informed of these changes
April 25: An all school picnic will accompany the regular UO
ently happy - . - although brou and kept up to date. They are (from Modesto Jr. College ).
is scheduled at Dad's from 3-5 P application for admission for
ght to America by force, the in also interested in hearing about
April 21: PSA elections.
pm. Campus revue and rally will program. Student questions and
curably optimistic Negro soon the conditions of the library,
later be held from 7-9 pm fea suggestions were solicited and
April
22:
Fun
day
on
the
West
became attached to the country, the inefficiency and inadequacy
and devoted to his 'white folks'." of our book store, our student Hall lawn from 4-6 pm. Events turing campus talent. Anyone several changes made.
The special instructions ask
(Quoted from The Growth of union that they helped plan include: tricycle race, egg toss, with talent may participate. PS
A-Pan Hell sponsors Discotheque for three recommendations,
the American Republic by Sam when they were here, etc.
pie eating, 10 man pyramid, 10 and light show in the Gym transcripts, and a Parents' Con
uel Elliott Morrison and Henry
With the aid of interested stu woman pyramid, baby bottle from 9 pm to 1 am. PSA cards fidential Statement from each
Steele Commanger).
dents, they would have an in guzzling, and pipe rolling. All
applicant. It outlines those fees
are required.
sight to many points of im signups before the introduc
that the students will be expect
April 26: Anderson Y - PSA ed to pay if possible, but, said
provement - some of which tions of the contestants for
from 1 pm until dusk. All par Diamond, "We will make it
were being ineffectively work Baccha and Bacchus.
ents are invited to these activi clear that no one 'will be ex
ed on when they were students
at Pacific.
April 23: An ice cream feed ties which will include game cluded from the program due
They could establish improve (free with live music from Jack booths and concessions. From
to lack of funds."
ment plans with the contribu Scam) and the all school yo-yo 9 pm to 1 am will be the Bac
tion of financial aid, donation championship at the End Zone. chanalia Spring Rites Ball at
of their personal libraries or
April 24: World University Ser the Civic Auditorium in beauti
Entries are now being accept simply effective plans for the
ful downtown Stockton. Cos
vice (WUS) auction will be held
ed for an international photo students to initiate.
tumes of any sort are encour
in Grace Covell Hall at 7:30
contest sponsored by The Foun
Secondly, the alumni has pm. The auctioneers will be aged with prizes given for the
dation for Spiritual Understand more or less joined the establish
most original. Mount Rushmore
THE
ing. The winner in the color ment. By maintaining contact Chapel Dean Dr. Darry Meredith will be one of the San Francis
and
Food
Service
Director
Paul
category will receive a trip to with the alumni, students can
co rock groups playing. Baccha
Hawaii. First prize in the black benefit in several ways. Thru Fairbrook. Seidman said that in and Bacchus will be crowned
and white category is a week at the alumni's employment exper previous years functions and during the festivities.
Val Morin Yoga Camp in Mon iences, students can learn what
April 27: Anderson Y straw
treal, Canada. In addition to they themselves may have to
NOT A HANDOUT
berry breakfast on the Y lawn.
these major prizes, eighteen face. Students may also find out
Local governments pay an The meal will include strawber
cash awards will be made.
what various careers or posit
average
22% of CARE's costs un ries, biscuits, and will be serv
Details may be obtained by ions are available after they
der
self-help
contracts to build ed for a "nominal fee." From
writing to Photo contest, FSU, leave Pacific. Also, to have a
schools,
clinics,
water systems 2-5 pm that same day a Grass
Box 816, Palos Verdas Estates, prominent graduate as an ac
LISTEN FOR
and
other
community
reources. Jam will be held on the West
California 90274. The contest quaintance may be of real value
Hall
lawn.
Villagers give any materials and
CLUES EVERY
closes July 1, 1969, the winners in securing a career position.
Though all kinds of costumes
recommendations labor they can. Contributions to will be acceptable during Bac
will be announced on or be Personal
HOUR ON
from people that are listened to the CARE Self-Help Program, chanalia, Lee Jones said that
fore September 1, 1969.
are often powerful determinants San Francisco 94111, are then costumes in the Roman tradi
used to buy whatever else is
in employment decisions.
tion (togas etc), are particularly
Malnutrition kills 7 people a
Dialogues with alumni may needed — work tools, cement,
encouraged.
roofing,
pipes,
hardware,
doors.
minute in the undeveloped na extend their value to social is
tions. Dollars to CARE Food Cru sues. It is no secret that drugD I A L 7 2 0
sade, San Francisco 94111, feed taking is an established seg
the hungry in the name of the ment of this campus. If stu
American people.
dents are honest, they can
WIN AN AM

Only through the general re
education of all Americans can
ideas such as the following to
ken from a widely used text
book be recognized for the ban
ality they represent.

BACCHANALIA

Photo Contest
Offers
Hawaiian Trip

WHAT'S IN

BEAGLE
BAG?

KU0P-AM
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BANK OF ^ AGRICULTURE & COMMERCE
BRENTWOOD

STOCKTON

740 First Street

339 E. Main Street

Phone 634-2111

Phone 465-7271

No Servico Charge With
Minimum Balance of $100.00

TRANSISTORIZED

ADDING MACHINES

RADIO AND HI

STUDENT SPECIAL RATE
3 MONTHS FOR S15.00

INTENSITY LAMP

Rent to try—
before yoa boy

\SanQouquin
I BUSINESS MACHINES

COMBINATION
OR

114 IL CALIFORNIA

THE MYSTERY PRIZE!

